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6 Abstract PG (Plural Grundgesetze) is a consistent second-order system which is

7 aimed to derive second-order Peano arithmetic. It employs the notion of plural

8 quantification and a few Fregean devices, among which the infamous Basic Law

9 V. George Boolos’ plural semantics is replaced with Enrico Martino’s Acts of

10 Choice Semantics (ACS), which is developed from the notion of arbitrary reference

11 in mathematical reasoning. Also, substitutional quantification is exploited to inter-

12 pret quantification into predicate position. ACS provides a form of logicism which

13 is radically alternative to Frege’s and which is grounded on the existence of indi-

14 viduals rather than on the existence of concepts.

15

16 It is well-known that Frege’s logicist foundation of mathematics exposed in

17 Grundgesetze der Arithmetik is inconsistent. The contradiction is derived from the

18 infamous Basic Law V. This principle is crucial to Frege’s logicism as it embeds

19 the tenet that tightly connects natural numbers, conceived as equivalence classes,

20 to concepts. Since, according to Frege, extensions are logically dependent on

21 concepts, numbers as extensions inherit their logicality from that relation of

22 logical dependence. The failure of his programme doomed the possibility of

23 deriving arithmetic on purely logical basis, where the overall logicality of the

24 programme was embedded in the logical connection between concepts and

25 extensions.

26 In this article, I shall present a predicative second-order system,PluralGrundgesetze

27 (PG), which interprets second-order Peano arithmetic. The main features of PG are

28 plural quantification,which guarantees the strength of full second-order logic to PG, and
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29 a particular semantics, the Acts of Choice Semantics (ACS).1 I will show that, on the

30 grounds of ACS, PG embodies a form of logicism which is radically different from

31 Frege’s, as it is grounded on the existence of individuals rather than on the existence of

32 concepts.

33 1 Plural Grundgesetze: A System

34 The basic features of the language L of PG are:

35 (i) an infinite list of singular individual variables x, y, z, . . .;

36 (ii) an infinite list of plural individual variables X, Y, Z, . . .; that vary plurally over

37 the individuals of the first-order domain;

38 (iii) an infinite list of monadic predicate variables F, G, H, . . .;

39 (iv) the logical constants :;!;¼;

40 (v) existential quantifiers A for every kind of variables;

41 (vi) the constant relation symbol g;

42 (vii) the abstraction operator {:}.

43 The atomic formulæ of L are:

44 (viii) a = b;

45 (ix) agY;2

46 (x) Pa,

47

48 whereaandbaremetavariables for the termsofL,Y is ametavariable for plural variables

49 and P is a metavariable for predicate variables. Formulæ of kind (ix) express what I

50 may call plural reference, meanwhile formulæ of kind (x) express regular predication.

51 Primitive existential quantification for every kind of variables is available. Universal

52 quantification for every kind of variables can be defined in the obvious way.

53 Along with the singular variables x, y, z, . . ., the first-order terms of L are:

54 (xi) an infinite list of extension-terms of the form {x:wx},

55 where w is a formula of L containing neither bound predicate variables nor free

56 plural variables. It may contain, though, free predicate variables, bound plural

57 variables, and both free and bound singular variables. Also, nested extension-terms

58 may appear in extension-terms.

59 Two Comprehension Principles are available in PG: a Plural Comprehension

60 Principle

61

(PLC) 9X8xðxgX $ /xÞ;

1FL01 1 See also Boccuni (2010) for PG with a mixed Boolos-Fregean semantics. There are two reasons of
1FL02 discontent with that theory: first, it may be quite disputed whether it embodies some form of logicism;
1FL03 secondly, the Julius Caesar problem arises. We shall see in what follows that the present theory with ACS
1FL04 solves both issues. See also Boccuni et al. (2012) on this.

2FL01 2 To be read ‘‘a is among the Ys’’.
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6363
64

(PRC) 9F8xðFx $ wxÞ;

6666 where w contains neither F free, nor free plural variables, nor bound predicate

67 variables. A schematic formulation of Basic Law V is also among the axioms:where

68 / does not contain X free; and a Predicative Comprehension Principle

69 (V)

fx : wxg ¼ fx : vxg $ 8xðwx $ vxÞ:3 ðVÞ

7171

72

73

74 Axiom V guarantees the existence of Dedekind-infinitely many first-order

75 individuals in the domain. This is crucial to guarantee that Peano axioms may be

76 derived in PG. I’ll say more about the restrictions on PRC later.

77 It is worth noticing that the restrictions on the formulæ permitted on the right-

78 hand side of PRC are exactly the same restrictions imposed on the formulæ

79 permitted in the extension-terms. This guarantees that in PG there is a one-to-one

80 correspondence between predicates and extension-terms.4

81 2 Peano Axioms

82 A few more definitions are needed in order to derive Peano axioms. The singleton

83 and the notion of unordered pair may be defined as usual:

84 Definition 1 {x} = def{y: x = y};

85 Definition 2 {x, y} = def{z: z = x_z = y}.

86 The usual Wiener-Kuratowski definition of the ordered pair easily follows:

87 Definition 3 (x, y) = def{{x}, {x, y}}.
5

88 Notice that, strictly speaking, L is monadic. The introduction of pairs,

89 nevertheless, provides L with polyadic expressive capacity: the formula F(x, y), in

90 fact, means that the individual (x, y) satisfies the predicate F, and the formula

91 (x, y)gY means that the individual (x, y) is among the Ys.

92 In L, natural numbers may be defined inductively. The individual constant ‘‘0’’

93 may be introduced by definition:

3FL01 3 For some similarities with PG, see Burgess (2005, 2.3d), where a second-order language with a full
3FL02 second-order comprehension axiom for concepts in general, a predicative second-order comprehension
3FL03 axiom, and an axiom stating that, to every predicative concept, there corresponds an extension is
3FL04 sketched. In this setting, not all definable concepts interact with extensions—some of them ‘‘float’’ over
3FL05 extensions. Analogously, in PG not all pluralities interact with extension-term formation.

4FL01 4 For a proof ofmodel-theoretic consistency for PG, seeBoccuni (2011a). The consistency of PG is indeed a
4FL02 remarkable result. In fact, it has been argued that second-order system with Basic Law V beyond

4FL03 D1
1-comprehension are inconsistent. The consistency of PG is remarkable in that it makesR1

1- andP
1
1- plural

4FL04 formulæ safely interact with Axiom V. See Boccuni (2011a) also for some considerations on the
4FL05 mathematical strength of PG, which is likely equi-consistent with PA2.

5FL01 5 The fundamental law of the ordered pair ðx; yÞ ¼ ðu; vÞ $ x ¼ u ^ y ¼ v may be easily derived in PG,
5FL02 through several applications of the usual rules of inference, axiom V, and the definitions of the unordered
5FL03 and ordered pairs.
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94 Definition 4 0 = def{x: x = x}.

95 Consequently, numbers may be inductively defined:

96 Definition 5 1 = def{x: x = 0};

97 Definition 6 2 = def{x: x = 1};

98 and so on. In general, the successor of a number is its singleton. In this way, we

99 get the usual Zermelo natural numbers.

100 A plurality X is inductive whenever it contains 0 and it is closed under the

101 successor. The usual definition of the set of natural numbers may be given in terms

102 of pluralities. First, a predicate N is defined:

103 Definition 7 Nx $def 8YðY is inductive ! xgYÞ:

104 Given the previous definitions, the following formulations of second-order Peano

105 axioms are derivable in PG, with the singular variables x and y restricted to N :

106 Theorem 1 N0

107 Proof That 0 is a number trivially follows from the definition of N:

108 Theorem 2 Vx({x} = 0)

109 Proof Let us assume that there is an individual y such that {y} = 0. On the

110 grounds of the definition of 0, thus, y must satisfy the condition x = x. As no

111 individual is not self-identical, 0 is no successor.6

112 Theorem 3 8xyðfxg ¼ fyg ! x ¼ yÞ

113 Proof Let x and y be two arbitrary individuals of the first-order domain of L: If

114 {x} = {y}, then, on the grounds both of axiom V and of the definition of the

115 singleton, for all z; z ¼ x $ z ¼ y: Thus, for the transitivity of identity, x = y. As

116 x, y are arbitrary, the generalization 8xyðfxg ¼ fyg ! x ¼ yÞ is valid.

117 Theorem 4 8Xð0gX ^ 8xðxgX ! fxggXÞ ! 8xðxgXÞÞ

118 Proof It trivially follows from the definition of N:

119 It has to be stressed that the derivation of PA2 from PG is rather unFregean, as, in

120 fact, it does not proceed by Hume’s Principle. PG is unFregean also under another

121 respect: the usual Fregean definition of the concept of predecessor does not seem to

122 follow from PG’s definitions, at least not in a straightforward manner. The

123 introduction of such a concept, in fact, would require an impredicative second-order

124 quantification, which is not available in PRC. Thus, the recovery of Frege

6FL01 6 The formal proof of this theorem makes a crucial use also of Axiom V and of the definition of the
6FL02 singleton.
6FL03 Proof 1ð1Þ9yðfyg ¼ 0ÞA 2ð2Þfag ¼ 0 A2ð3Þfx : x ¼ ag ¼ fx : x 6¼ xg 2; Def. fagand 0ð4Þfx :

6FL04 x ¼ ag ¼ fx : x 6¼ xg $ 8xðx ¼ a $ x 6¼ xÞ Axiom V ð5Þðfx : x ¼ ag ¼ fx : x 6¼ xg ! 8xðx ¼ a $ x 6
6FL05 ¼ xÞÞ ^ ð8xðx ¼ a $ x 6¼ xÞ ! fx : x ¼ ag ¼ fx : x 6¼ xgÞ 4 Def $ ð6Þfx : x ¼ ag ¼ fx : x 6¼ xg !
6FL06 8xðx ¼ a $ x 6¼ xÞ 5; E ^ 2ð7Þ 8xðx ¼ a $ x 6¼ xÞ 3; 6 MP 2ð8Þða ¼ aÞ $ ða 6¼ aÞ 7; EU 1ð9Þ
6FL07 ða ¼ aÞ $ ða 6¼ aÞ 2; 8 EE ð10Þ:9yðfyg ¼ 0Þ 1; 9 RAA ð11Þ8y:ðfyg ¼ 0Þ 10 by :9x/x � 8x:
6FL08 /xð12Þ 8yðfyg 6¼ 0Þ 11 by the usual definition of ‘ 6¼
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125 Arithmetic does not seem easily viable in PG, though Frege Arithmetic is

126 interpretable in PG since it is interpretable in PA2. This, of course, is a matter of the

127 definitions actually in PG. Some more complicated ones could be provided for

128 explicitly recovering Frege Arithmetic. These peculiarities of PG are not at odds

129 with my main aim, since PG is meant to embody a form of logicism that, unlike

130 Frege’s, is not grounded on a theory of concepts, but rather on a theory of

131 individuals accounted for by ACS.

132 3 The Theory of Ideal Reference

133 According to Martino (2001, 2004), the possibility of directly referring, at least

134 ideally, to any object of a universe of discourse is presupposed both by logical and

135 mathematical reasoning, even when non-denumerable domains are concerned

136 Martino (2001, 2004) call this claim the Thesis of Ideal Reference (TIR).7 Such a

137 possibility of direct reference is very well expressed by the crucial role arbitrary

138 reference plays both in formal and informal reasoning. Its cruciality lies in that

139 arbitrary reference exhibits two different logical features that make it essential for

140 performing proofs, i.e. arbitrariness and determinacy. Through arbitrary reference,

141 we may consider any object a of a universe of discourse. Consequently, the

142 arguments about a retain their general validity. At the same time, though, within the

143 arguments about it, ‘‘a’’ is required to denote a determinate object, distinct from all

144 the other objects in the domain it belongs to.

145 In order to motivate TIR, an account of the genuine referentiality of arbitrary

146 reference and its directness has to be provided. It may be argued, in fact, that

147 arbitrary reference is not genuine, since free variables and arbitrary names do not

148 refer at all.8 Evidence in favour of the genuine referentiality of arbitrary reference

149 may be found in Boccuni (2010), Breckenridge and Magidor (2012), and Martino

150 (2001, 2004). In this Section, I will try to provide a more general argument to this

151 aim. My claim is that the validity of arguments in mathematical and logical

152 reasoning requires the underlying assumption of the genuine referentiality of

153 arbitrary reference. The relation between validity and referentiality will be

154 accounted for in terms of sameness and determinacy of reference.

155 Usually, an arbitrary name ‘‘a’’ is used to refer to the same individual a within a

156 derivation on a. A crucial reason for this is to be found in the validity of (some)

157 argument schemas. If sameness of reference were not a basic ingredient of

158 derivations, validity would be in jeopardy.9 Consider the rule of existential

159 elimination in natural deduction. When we pass from a premise of the form A x /

160 x to the auxiliary assumption / (a), ‘‘a’’ has to be an unused arbitrary name, or at

161 least it has not to appear in any of the assumptions which A x / x depends upon.

162 Consider now the following (invalid) deduction:

7FL01 7 See also Boccuni (2010) and Carrara and Martino (2010) for further applications of TIR.

8FL01 8 See, for instance, Pettigrew (2008).

9FL01 9 A further argument to this aim, from the uniformity of substitution of predicate and individual letters in
9FL02 argument schemas, may be found in Boccuni (2010).
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163 (1) 9xHx A

164 (2) 9x:Hx A

165 (3) Ha A

166 (4) :Ha A

167 (5) Ha ^ :Ha 3; 4 intr. ^

168 Invalidity stems out from that, in eliminating the existential quantifiers

169 respectively from (1) and (2), we use the very same arbitrary name in (3) and

170 (4).10 Say that H is the property of being even and x varies over the natural numbers:

171 (1) and (2) respectively say that there is at least a number which is even and there is

172 at least a number which is not. Both these sentences are true in the standard model

173 of Peano arithmetic. Nevertheless, if we use the same arbitrary name to perform

174 existential elimination in the derivation above, in (3) and (4) we respectively say

175 that a number is even and that the very same number is not, from which the

176 contradiction in (5). For this reason, using an already used arbitrary name in (4)

177 cannot be allowed.

178 In order to explain the invalidity of the derivation (1)–(5) ‘‘a’’ must be referring

179 to the same, though arbitrary, individual both in lines (3) and (4). Thus, in order to

180 achieve validity in the previous example, in line (4) we have to use a different

181 arbitrary name than ‘‘a’’, because we need to express that a different individual than

182 a is :H within the same derivation, according to the restrictions imposed on

183 universal introduction and existential elimination. But then again, in order to

184 distinguish between a and any other arbitrary individual that is :H; we have to

185 assume that a is a determinate, though arbitrary, individual of the domain. The

186 motivation for this requirement is very nicely explained by Suppes:

187 (. . .) ambiguous names,11 like all names, cannot be used indiscriminately. The

188 person who calls a loved one by the name of a former loved one is quickly

189 made aware of this. (. . .) Such a happy-go-lucky naming process is bound to

190 lead to error, just as we could infer a false conclusion from true facts about

191 two individuals named ‘‘Fred Smith’’ if we did not somehow devise a

192 notational device for distinguishing which Fred Smith was being referred to in

193 any given statement. The restriction which we impose to stop such invalid

194 arguments is to require that when we introduce by existential specification an

195 ambiguous name in a derivation, that name has not previously been used in the

196 derivation.12

10FL01 10 See Suppes (1999, p. 82) for this example.

11FL01 11 I.e. arbitrary names.

12FL01 12 Suppes (1999, p. 82). Of course, it is not always the case that using the same arbitrary name leads to
12FL02 invalidity, nor that different arbitrary names have to refer to different individuals. For instance, consider
12FL03 using ‘‘a’’ for eliminating the quantifiers both from V x Fx and V x Gx in the same derivation, where x varies
12FL04 over the natural numbers and both formulæhave amodel in Peano arithmetic. Or consider using ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’
12FL05 for eliminating respectively the first quantifier and the second, where a and b may well be the same
12FL06 individual. In none of these examples, sameness of reference seems to lead to invalidity, but such an
12FL07 innocuousness does not by itself speak against the genuine referentiality of ‘‘a’’ or the importance of
12FL08 sameness of reference to derivations. It rather testifies that there are contexts inwhich the co-referentiality of
12FL09 all the occurrences of ‘‘a’’ (or of ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’, for that matter) is not problematic.
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197 The reasons for restricting the rules of introduction and elimination of quantifiers

198 in natural deduction are semantic, namely we perform some underlying semantic

199 reasoning in derivations which we want to be captured by deductive rules and

200 restrictions on them. Such a reasoning is crucially based on sameness and

201 determinacy of reference of arbitrary names. But then again, in order to make sense

202 of sameness and determinacy, and consequently of the requirements we pose on

203 deductive rules for the sake of validity, we have to assume the genuine referentiality

204 of arbitrary names. Genuine referentiality, then, is a necessary condition for validity.

205 This relation can be highlighted by investigating the role that sameness and

206 determinacy of arbitrary reference have in derivations. In fact, if ‘‘a’’ were not

207 referential at all, how could we account for a being the same individual throughout

208 an argument? Those who support the non-referentiality of arbitrary reference should

209 provide some argument for explaining how, then, formal and informal reasoning

210 functions in the way it does (for instance, by certain constraints on introduction and

211 elimination of quantifiers).

212 In spite of the previous considerations, genuine referentiality may still sound at

213 odds with arbitrariness. I will show that this is not the case by clarifying what

214 arbitrariness in arbitrary reference amounts to. One possible way to see this issue is

215 to claiming that what is arbitrary is the reference relation itself. For instance, Russell

216 (1967), on discussing the role of the free variables in mathematical reasoning, writes

217 If we say: ‘‘Let ABC be a triangle, then the sides AB and AC

218 are together greater than the side BC’’, we are saying something about one

219 triangle, not about all triangles; but the one triangle concerned is absolutely

220 ambiguous, and our statement consequently is also absolutely ambiguous.13

221 When Russell speaks of ambiguous names, he seems to have in mind that

222 reference is ambiguous. And indeed

223 Naturally we have no definite individual in mind when we use ‘‘John Doe’’,

224 and it may properly be claimed that ‘‘John Doe’’ is not a genuine proper name;

225 that is why we use the terminology ‘‘ambiguous name’’.14 Nevertheless, ‘‘a’’

226 has to refer to a determinate individual within an argument on a, so the

227 reference relation between ‘‘a’’ and a, once established, is not ambiguous at

228 all.

229 A rather different argument is by Kit Fine. According to him, arbitrariness is a

230 property of some special kind of objects, namely those referred to by arbitrary

231 names. To this extent, we may claim that, though a is an object having the property

232 of being arbitrary, we may still determinately refer to it. Nevertheless, it is because

233 of a property that makes a what it is, that we cannot say which object a is. Thus, a is

234 intrinsically indeterminate, namely it is indeterminate by its own nature. This would

235 clearly violate the requirement of a being a determinate object, which is indeed so

236 crucial. But then again, if a is not determinate, then how can we be sure that ‘‘a’’

237 refers to the very same object throughout a derivation on a?

13FL01 13 Russell (1967, pp. 156–157). ‘‘ABC’’ is a free variable.

14FL01 14 Suppes (1999, p. 81).
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238 The best way to view arbitrariness, then, is as an epistemic feature: a is

239 determinate, and ‘‘a’’ determinately refers to it, but we do not know which

240 individual a is.15 This interpretation, on the one hand, saves the intuition concerning

241 generality. In a sense, our lack of knowledge of which individual a is justifies the

242 applicability of the rule of introduction of the universal quantifier (under the usual

243 restrictions): since a is not an individual I could pick among all others because I do

244 not know which one it is, the conclusion I draw on a is valid for all individuals of

245 the domain (provided that the restrictions on the rule are respected). The epistemic

246 interpretation of arbitrariness also preserves genuineness, since I may not know

247 which individual a is, but this is not incompatible, unlike metaphysic and semantic

248 arbitrariness, with a being a determinate individual and thus reference to a being

249 genuine.

250 The second feature of arbitrary reference that I want to stress out pertains to its

251 relationwith quantification. Consider once again the rule of existential elimination. As

252 Martino (2004) points out, the possibility of passing from a purely existential

253 assumption such as Ax/ x to the consideration of an arbitrary object a such that / a is

254 guaranteed by the rule of elimination of the existential quantifier which allows to

255 substitute the given existential assumption with the auxiliary assumption / a. If the

256 rules of inference that govern the use of the logical constants are justified by the

257 meaning of the constants themselves, the meaning of the existential quantifier

258 presupposes the possibility of singularly referring, at least ideally, to any individual,

259 and consequently existential quantification logically presupposes such a possibility of

260 reference.16 Thus, before we simultaneously consider several entities through

261 quantification, we are required to be able to refer to each of them, at least ideally:

262 quantification logically presupposes the ideal possibility of referring to each and every

263 element of a domain, before we consider those elements through generalisation.17

264 4 The Acts of Choice Semantics

265 From this perspective, reference to an entity exclusively in terms of a quantification

266 on the domain it belongs to cannot be allowed, because it is required that we are

267 able to directly refer to that entity, even if just in an ideal way, on pain of violating

268 TIR. As a corollary of TIR, in fact, Martino provides a re-formulation of Russell’s

269 well-known Vicious Circle Principle (VCP*) No universe of discourse can contain

270 an element which we can refer to only through quantification over that universe.18

271 On this perspective, Frege and Russell’s descriptivist theory of reference is

15FL01 15 See Breckenridge and Magidor (2012) and Martino (2001, 2004) on the epistemic interpretation of
15FL02 arbitrary reference.

16FL01 16 Analogously as far as the rule of introduction for universal quantification is concerned. See Martino
16FL02 (2004, p. 110).

17FL01 17 For further justifications and applications of arbitrary reference, see also Breckenridge and Magidor
17FL02 (2012).

18FL01 18 Martino (2004, p. 119), En. transl. mine. Notice that VCP* follows from TIR also when non-
18FL02 denumerable domains are concerned. Even though a language may lack non-denumerably many names,
18FL03 TIR still holds, as the ideal possibility of directly referring to each and every individual in a
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272 immediately ruled out, because, in their view, reference is fixed via definite

273 descriptions. If Russell’s reading of definite descriptions is assumed, these are

274 expressed by existential formulæ which, on the grounds of TIR, logically

275 presuppose the possibility of referring to the individuals they are supposed to

276 individuate. The descriptivist theory of reference is circular.19

277 A theory of direct reference is then needed. Nevertheless, since we are here

278 dealing with mathematical entities, we cannot appeal to a casual connection to

279 motivate direct reference as the usual Kripkean theory of reference does. To this

280 extent, the direct theory of reference here at stake has to be a theory of ideal direct

281 reference, based on Kripke’s intuitions and nevertheless idealised in such a way to

282 account for the semantics of mathematical discourse.

283 This is what Carrara and Martino (2010) and Martino (2001, 2004) provide. In

284 order to justify the possibility of direct ideal reference, Martino proposes to imagine

285 a series of ideal agents that fix the reference of the meaningful expressions of a

286 language. The ideal agents, that are pictured as having direct access to the

287 individuals of the universe of discourse, perform an arbitrary act of choice through

288 which the reference of the meaningful expressions is fixed. We can picture agents as

289 holding scoring paddles bearing ‘‘1’’ on one side of the paddle, and ‘‘0’’ on the

290 other. In general, as long as singular reference is concerned, for each individual a of

291 the domain, there is an agent that picks a as the referent of ‘‘a’’ whenever she

292 chooses ‘‘1’’ relative to ‘‘a’’; the agent does not pick a as the referent of ‘‘a’’

293 whenever she chooses ‘‘0’’. Clearly, there have to be as many agents as individuals;

294 but then again, since agents are mere idealisations, there is no domain of agents at

295 all. Even more so, we may take the first-order individuals themselves to play the

296 role of agents. The postulation of the ideal existence of the agents is just aimed to

297 explain how acts of reference are performed in a formal language.20

298 From this idealisation, Martino formulates the following Principle of the Act of

299 Choice:

300 (CAP) Every individual of any domain of quantification is capable of being

301 chosen by an ideal agent.21

302 In order to obtain the appropriate semantics for second-order variables, the

303 singular ACS has to be extended to plural ACS. This is also provided by Martino

304 (2001, 2004) through the notion of act of simultaneous choice. By an act of

305 simultaneous choice it is meant a simultaneous choice between the values 0, 1

306 performed by each agent. In this way, each agent performs a merely singular choice,

307 meanwhile the simultaneousness guarantees that such acts involve several

308 individuals at once. An individual is, then, designated in an act of simultaneous

309 choice, whenever the corresponding agent chooses 1 in the relative act of choice; it

310 is not designated otherwise.

18FL04
18FL05 Footnote 18 continued
18FL06 non-denumerable domain may be performed via arbitrary reference, as in the case of, e.g. ‘‘let a be an
18FL07 arbitrary real number’’.

19FL01 19 See Martino (2001, 2004).

20FL01 20 See Martino (2004, pp. 112–113) on this.

21FL01 21 Martino (2004, p. 112), En. trans. mine.
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311 ACS is used in order to provide the truth-clauses for the formulæ ofL containing

312 singular and plural quantification, whereas an assignment function R provides

313 predicate quantification with a substitutional interpretation. Let D be a non-empty

314 domain of individuals. For each term ti, consider a singular choice ti
* of an

315 individual of D; for i ¼ 1; . . .; n; . . .; for each plural variable Xj, consider a

316 simultaneous plural choice Xj
* of individuals of D; for j ¼ 1; . . .;m; . . .: The

317 truth-clauses for singular and plural quantification are inductively given, then, in

318 terms of the acts of choice t�1; . . .; t�n; . . .;X�
1 ; . . .;X�

m; . . .:

319 Let us, then, introduce an assignment function R: Let us define the set b as the set

320 of all formulæ of L such that they contain x as the only free variable and they do

321 not contain bound predicate variables. Now, R : fF 2 L : F is a predicate

322 variable g ! b:

323 Let a and b be metavariables for the terms of L; namely metavariables for first-

324 order variables and extension-terms of L;Y a metavariable for plural variables; P a

325 metavariable for predicate variables; and B a metavariable for the formulæ of L:

326 The following are the relevant inductive truth-clauses for the sentences of L;

327 relative to the choices t�1; . . .; t�n;X
�
1 ; . . .;X�

m; and the assignment R :

328 1. a = b is true iff the individual designated by the choice a* is identical with the

329 individual designated by the choice b*, under R; t�1; . . .; t�n for any free predicate

330 variables and terms possibly in a and b;

331 2. agY is true iff the individual designated by the choice a* is among the

332 individuals designated in the plural choice Y*, under R; t�1; . . .; t�n for any free

333 predicate variables and terms possibly in a;

334 3. Pa is true iff R (‘‘P’’) is a formula / (x) such that the formula resulting from the

335 substitution of ‘‘x’’ by ‘‘a’’ /(a/x) is such that a*, t1
*, \ldots, tn

*
` /, for any

336 terms t1, \ldots, tn possibly in /;

337 4. A a B is true iff, corresponding to the variable a, it is possible to perform a

338 singular choice a
* such that t�1; . . .; t�n;X

�
1 ; . . .;X�

m; a�;R � B;

339 5. A YB is true iff, corresponding to the variable Y, it is possible to perform a

340 plural choice Y* such that t�1; . . .; t�n;X
�
1 ; . . .;X�

m;Y�;R � B;22

341 6. APB is true iff there is a ‘‘P’’-variant R0 of R such that t�1; . . .;

342 t�n;X
�
1 ; . . .;X�

m;R0 � B.

343 It has to be kept in mind that acts are not entities, but exactly acts. Recall that

344 ACS is based on Kripke’s intuition of how reference is fixed and works in the

345 natural language. Thus, ideal acts can be conceived as idealisations of actual acts of

346 reference, just as ideal agents can be conceived as idealisations of actual agents.

347 This analogy with actual acts provides a way to make sense of how we can conceive

348 reference to be fixed in formal languages. The quantification on acts in the previous

349 semantic clauses, thus, is to be meant potentially. There is a substantial difference

350 between performed acts and merely potential acts, capable of being performed by

351 the agents. Truth-clauses for singular and plural quantification do not ‘‘refer to a

352 totality of acts, conceived as entities existing in a mysterious realm: (. . .) as acts are

22FL01 22 See Martino (2004, pp. 103–133), also for the act of choice clause for the formulæ of the form VYB.
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353 not entities, it makes no sense to talk of a totality of acts’’.23 Thus, the notion of

354 possibility in (3) and (4) implies that, among different potential acts of choice, one,

355 either singular or plural, may be performed such that it verifies B. It is absolutely

356 determinate that the agents may perform a simultaneous choice, i.e. a combination

357 of 0, 1, such that it verifies B. Thus, the arbitrariness with which 0 or 1 are chosen

358 by each agent does not refute the validity of the Principle of the Excluded Middle.

359 ACS is plainly compatible with classical logic. Although the choice between 0, 1 is

360 arbitrary, it is immediately determinate which the outcomes of any act of choice are.

361 In fact, given some arbitrarily chosen individuals Ys and an arbitrarily chosen

362 individual x, whether x is (or is not) among the Ys is an immediate outcome of

363 which individuals Ys are chosen.

364 5 Plural Logicism: The Alternative to Frege

365 In the present section, I shall explore the philosophical features of PG as an

366 alternative form of logicism.

367 Frege’s logicism is the derivation of arithmetic from logic, where logic is

368 understood as a theory of concepts. To this extent, Frege’s Basic Law V plays a

369 philosophically crucial role, since it connects concepts to numbers as extensions.

370 Clearly, this view is unavailable in PG. Nowadays, what counts as logic is indeed

371 disputed. Regardless of this issue, though, no one would likely commit herself to the

372 claim that logic is a theory of concepts. There is nevertheless agreement on one

373 feature a theory should have in order to be considered as logic, namely ontological

374 innocence. The issue of ontological innocence is rather significant to the debate on

375 the alleged logicality of second-order logic and Boolos’ plural quantification.24 So, I

376 take it that in order to show that PG embodies a form of logicism, PG not only has to

377 derive arithmetic, which in fact it does, but it also has to do it without introducing

378 any unwanted higher-order ontological commitment.

379 5.1 Ontological Innocence: Comprehension Axioms

380 First of all, ontological innocence is accomplished through plural quantification.

381 Plural variables, in fact, are interpreted as varying over the first-order domain. Thus,

382 PLC defines pluralities by quantification over pluralities, but this does not lead to

383 problematic impredicativity, because PLC does not introduce a new entity, e.g. the

384 plurality X, on the grounds of a totality it belongs to. It just indicates a multiplicity

385 of individuals that we already have at disposal. Plural quantification is just a

386 linguistic tool to talk about those individuals in a way which is not available to

387 regular first-order quantification.

23FL01 23 Martino (2004, p. 131), En. trans. mine.

24FL01 24 See Linnebo (2003), Parsons (1990), and Resnik (1988), for some criticisms of Boolos’ view; and
24FL02 Boccuni et al. (2012) for some criticism of Linnebo, Parsons, and Resnik.
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388 The notion of plurality, though, has been subject to the criticism that the talk of

389 pluralities is just talk of classes in disguise—or class-like entities.25 This criticism,

390 nevertheless, assumes tacitly that pluralities are entities of some sort, which instead

391 should be firmly rejected. The talk of pluralities is just a façon de parler, involving

392 no higher-order entities but only regular first-order individuals plurally considered.

393 ACS shows this clearly, since the notion of plural reference is explained in terms of

394 the notion of simultaneous acts of singular choice. Moreover, acts are not entities, so

395 in ACS there is no hidden ontological commitment other than the first-order.

396 We can take advantage of the fact that most of the deductive strength of PG

397 comes from plural quantification, and completely eliminate second-order commit-

398 ment. There are no entities which the predicate letters F;G;H; . . .; refer to, neither

399 classes nor properties nor Fregean concepts. So, at most, what we are really

400 committed to in L; as far as second-order variables are concerned, are the

401 predicates F;G;H; . . .; themselves, considered as linguistically construed entities.

402 As such, only those predicates actually definable in L are allowed.

403 To this extent, TIR and VCP* provide a motivation for the predicative restriction

404 on PRC: no entity can be referred to only in terms of a quantification over the

405 elements of the domain it belongs to, because there should be a way to refer to it

406 directly, in order not to violate TIR and VCP*. Now, consider that the only way to

407 access a predicate is via language. If so, on the grounds of TIR and VCP*, we are

408 not allowed to specify a predicate only through quantification over predicates,

409 because TIR requires us to be able to exhibit that entity in some way before we

410 present it through a quantification on the domain it belongs to. This requires us to

411 disallow bound predicate variables on the right-hand side of PRC. In this respect, it

412 is rather obvious that substitutional quantification provides the correct semantic

413 framework for predicates, under the assumption of TIR. TIR thus provides also a

414 general, philosophical justification for using two different semantics in L:

415 On the other hand, given the ontological innocence of plural quantification, the

416 impredicativity involved in PLC is consistent both with TIR and VCP*. For the very

417 same reason, we may also allow free plural variables in PLC. Nevertheless, free

418 plural variables cannot be allowed in the formulæ permissible on the right-hand side

419 of PRC, or in extension-terms for that matter. This is indeed required on pain of

420 contradiction. But I see a further reason for this. Allowing for free plural variables in

421 predicates and extension-terms would amount to having a correspondence between

422 pluralities and singular entities, namely a singular linguistic entity (a predicate) and

423 a single first-order object (the value of an extension-term). Such a correspondence,

424 appropriately regimented, could prove very useful in a set-theoretical setting, where

425 it would provide a motivation for limitation of size as Burgess suggests, or an

426 intuitive starting point for set-formation as Linnebo points out.26 But in PG, such a

427 correspondence is undesirable, not only on the grounds of Cantor’s theorem. In PG,

428 in fact, the extension-terms do not refer to intrinsically set-theoretic objects (see the

25FL01 25 See Linnebo (2003), Parsons (1990), and Resnik (1988), for some criticisms of Boolos’ view; and
25FL02 Boccuni et al. (2012) for some criticism of Linnebo, Parsons, and Resnik.

26FL01 26 I am here referring respectively to J. Burgess ‘‘E Pluribus Unum. Plural Logic and Set Theory’’, and Ø.
26FL02 Linnebo ‘‘Pluralities and Sets’’.
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429 next Section on this), so a correspondence between pluralities and single entities,

430 though consistently restricted, would sound unmotivated and possibly counterin-

431 tuitive as for the intuitions we have about pluralities.

432 5.2 Metaphysical and Ontological Innocence: Extension-Terms and Predicates

433 In the previous section, I motivated the claim that PG is ontologically innocent as for

434 plural and predicate quantification. In the present section, I will providemotivation for

435 claiming that PG’s first-order fragment is metaphysically innocent. By the notion of

436 metaphysical innocent, I mean that the first-order fragment of PG interpreted by ACS,

437 though ontologically committed to the existence of infinitely many first-order

438 individuals, is not committed to the existence of individuals with a peculiar nature. In

439 particular, I will claim that the individuals that extension-terms take as values need not

440 be considered as extensions, i.e. as intrinsically extensional or even set-theoretical

441 objects, but may be considered as individuals deprived of any intrinsic nature.

442 Through ACS, the notion of satisfaction is given in terms of arbitrary choices

443 (and substitutional quantification). So, for an individual x to satisfy a formula /

444 means just to be chosen by an arbitrary choice to satisfy /, without appealing to

445 x having the property allegedly expressed by / or being an element of the class

446 allegedly individuated by /. First-order individuals, then, are not conceived as the

447 bearers of properties on the grounds of which they are distinguished from one

448 another. The minimal condition of distinguishability of an individual from another is

449 satisfied through the possibility of choosing and, thus, of naming that very individual

450 instead of another. This general picture provides grounds both for the metaphysical

451 innocence of first-order quantification and the ontological innocence of predicate

452 quantification in PG. Thus, ACS accounts both for the ontological innocence of

453 predicate quantification and the metaphysical innocence of first-order quantification.

454 Consider, in fact, extension-terms. On Frege’s view, extensions owe their logical

455 status to their relation of logical dependence from concepts. In PG, the logical role

456 that Frege assigned to concepts and their relation to extensions are not available. But

457 then again consider that in PG the referents of extension-terms are fixed by ACS.27

458 Through ACS, an individual is assigned to the term ‘‘{x: / x}’’ not because that very

459 individual is the extension of all x such that /, rather because such an individual has

460 been arbitrarily chosen as the semantic value of ‘‘{x: / x}’’.28 Thus, though PG is

27FL01 27 Notice how arbitrary reference has been put to use in PG: through it, a whole system of terms, namely
27FL02 extension-terms, is interpreted, unlike Breckenridge and Magidor (2012) where arbitrary reference is
27FL03 considered only as far as particular terms are concerned.

28FL01 28 Carrara and Martino (2010) suggests a nominalistic interpretation of the abstraction operator # in
28FL02 Hume’s Principle. To this extent, Hume’s Principle becomes a full-fledged definition of #. The same goes
28FL03 for {:}, as well as for any other abstraction operator. There is a sense in which this move is unsatisfactory.
28FL04 In order to make sense of the nominalistic interpretation of abstraction principles Carrara and Martino
28FL05 (2010) has to tell a story about what is meant by abstraction. The usual meaning is that abstraction
28FL06 introduces or individuates special abstract entities in the domain, e.g. numbers or extensions. Carrara and
28FL07 Martino (2010) rejects this reading. According to Carrara and Martino (2010), through abstraction we
28FL08 abstract from the objects’ peculiarities, in order to consider them only under the respect of, e.g.
28FL09 numerosity. Where this may be appropriate for Hume’s Principle, it is not clear under which respect we
28FL10 would be considering objects in order to make sense of the extension-operator. In general, the equivalence
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461 indeed committed to the existence of infinitely many first-order individuals, it is not

462 committed to the existence of intrinsically extensional objects. For this reason, the

463 Julius Caesar problem is easily solved in PG, since, if Julius Caesar is in PG’s

464 domain, then it is capable of being chosen as the semantic value of a singular term

465 in an arbitrary act of choice. So, Julius Caesar may, for instance, play the role of the

466 empty extension, if an ideal agent chooses him to be the semantic value of ‘‘0’’. In

467 this respect, PG’s first-order fragment is metaphysically innocent, since by ACS it is

468 not committed to a sort of objects that are intrinsically set-theoretical.29 Axiom V,

469 then, claims a completely arbitrary correspondence between predicates and objects:

470 a certain predicate is not connected to an object because this latter is the extension

471 of all objects that satisfy that predicate, rather it is connected to an object which,

472 once it has been chosen as the semantic value of a given extension-term, plays the

473 role of the extension of the objects satisfying the predicate.30 Such a choice, though,

474 must obey axiom V, in order for ACS to license models of PG. In fact, it might be

475 argued that, since acts of choice are arbitrary, nothing would prevent agents from

476 picking the same individual with respect to two extension-terms, even though the

477 formulæ in those terms were not equivalent (or the other way around, for that matter).

28FL11
28FL12 Footnote 28 continued
28FL13 relation on the right-hand side of any abstraction principle should provide a specific respect under which
28FL14 to perform abstraction. I doubt this is achieved: are identity of directions or equivalence of concepts
28FL15 enough fine-grained? Moreover, in Hume’s Principle or Basic Law V as definitions, the first-order
28FL16 variables on the right-hand side of the biconditional should not take numbers or extensions as values,
28FL17 because otherwise we would need a way to individuate them before we stipulate the definition of,
28FL18 respectively, # or {:}. Nevertheless, first-order impredicativity in abstraction principles is also their
28FL19 strength. I thus prefer to hold the usual reading of abstraction operators: they individuate objects. Still,
28FL20 these objects are not, in my view, intrinsically numbers or extensions.

29FL01 29 It has to be stressed that PG’s first-order fragment is not ontologically innocent, since it proves the
29FL02 existence of infinitely many individuals. This may cast doubts upon the logicality of PG, especially if one
29FL03 holds the view that logic does not imply any ontological commitment at all. Consider, for instance,
29FL04 Boolos’ view: ‘‘In logic we ban the empty domain as a concession to technical convenience but draw the
29FL05 line there: We firmly believe that the existence of even two objects, let alone infinitely many, cannot be
29FL06 guaranteed by logic alone. After all, logical truth is just truth no matter what things we may be talking

29FL07 about and no matter what our (nonlogical) words mean. Since there might be fewer than two items that
29FL08 we happen to be talking about, we cannot even take A x A y (x = y) to be valid.’’ (G. Boolos, ‘‘The
29FL09 Consistency of Frege’s Foundations of Arithmetic’’, in G. Boolos, Logic, Logic, and Logic, p. 199).
29FL10 Nevertheless, it may be the case the one holds a different view of logic, as Frege and the neo-Fregeans do,
29FL11 according to which logic is a theory about some special kind of truths with its own special objects, namely
29FL12 logical objects. So, after all, whether PG’s first-order fragment is logic or not depends upon the view of
29FL13 logic one subscribes to. Regarding Boolos’ previous quotation, in fact, Wehmeier (1999, p. 326) points
29FL14 out: ‘‘This argument is so anachronistic that it seems quite unsatisfactory to me: Evidently Frege wanted
29FL15 his theory to prove the existence of infinitely many objects and still conceived of it as logical. And what if
29FL16 there really are infinitely many logical objects—why should logic not prove their existence? Be that as it
29FL17 may, one might argue that the provability of the existence of infinitely many objects other than logical
29FL18 ones is a reductio ad absurdum of a logicist system.’’ If one holds on to a Fregean view of logic, then she
29FL19 may consider PG as an alternative form of logicism. Frege’s opponent simply will not, and that is fair
29FL20 enough. Of course, the issue posed by Wehmeier about the existence of non-logical objects requires a
29FL21 detailed argument on why we should not be bothered by it. This issue, though, can not be investigated in
29FL22 this paper, not at the length it deserves. So, I shall leave it open for further analysis.

30FL01 30 See Breckenridge and Magidor (2012), where arbitrary reference is taken into account only as for
30FL02 instantial reasoning, namely for particular terms. In PG, on the other hand, ACS provides a way to apply
30FL03 arbitrary reference to a whole system of terms, namely extension-terms.
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478 Nevertheless, axiom V puts a restraint on the models ACS delivers: with respect to

479 two extension-terms ‘‘{x: / x}’’ and ‘‘{x: w x}’’, agents pick the same arbitrary

480 individual under R; t�1; . . .; t�n if, and only if, / x and w x turn out to be equivalent,

481 under R; x�; t�1; . . .; t�n:

482 Given that in PG concepts play no role at all, an obvious question concerns why

483 not to obliterate predicates and work exclusively with pluralities all along, having

484 only PLC and axiom V interacting. Nevertheless, predicates do play an important

485 part in PG, a part that would seem inappropriate for pluralities to play. Their

486 essentiality lies in that we may have extension-terms corresponding to every

487 predicate, as in fact the formulæ permitted in extension-terms are all the PRC-

488 permissible formulæ, so to every such formula there corresponds a predicate which

489 is the value of a variable F.31 If we had only PLC and axiom V, axiom V should be

490 restricted consequently in order to avoid inconsistency: not to every plurality, in

491 fact, there might correspond an extension, on pain of contradiction. For instance,

492 axiom V could be restricted as not to allow for free plural variables. In this way,

493 inconsistency would be avoided. Nevertheless, this latter would be the only reason

494 to regiment the interaction between pluralities and extensions. The restriction would

495 consequently sound quite ad hoc. On the other hand, the predicative restriction on

496 predicates in extension-terms not only avoids inconsistency, but it also is motivated

497 by TIR and VCP* on the grounds of the linguistic nature of predicates. I mentioned

498 before that we cannot define a predicate merely on the grounds of a quantification

499 on the domain of predicates, pace the Platonist: since predicates cannot be defined

500 through formulæ containing bound predicate variables, no extension-terms corre-

501 spond to those formulæ. In this perspective, the restriction connected with using

502 bound predicate variables in extension-terms is motivated by the justification for the

503 restriction concerning bound predicate variables in PRC. Predicates function as

504 mediums between PLC and axiom V: they filter pluralities. The restrictions on PRC

505 provide a criterion to distinguish between which pluralities form extension-terms

506 and which do not.

507 It may be further objected, though, that predicates can be expunged from PG, and

508 first-order formulæ alone can be consistently allowed in extension-terms. This would

509 provide the resulting system, call it PG0, with infinitely many individuals, thanks to

510 first-order axiom V, and full second-order induction, thanks to unrestricted PLC. As a

511 result, PA2 would be interpretable in PG0. I see the following reason not to take this

512 suggestion either. Though it is quite likely that both PG and PG0 are equi-consistent

513 with PA2, PG is slightly more expressive than PG0. In PG, unlike PG0, x can be

514 explicitly defined, and in general in PG there are extension-terms that cannot be

515 defined in the language of PG0. Given the formulæ permitted in PRC, extension-terms

516 in PGmay be defined byR1
1-formulæ of the form 9X. . .X. . .: PG provides themeans to

517 express more theorems about the universe of discourse than PG0.32

31FL01 31 Possibly, using k-notation would be more transparent. Though, this would unnecessarily complicate
31FL02 the notation, but it surely is a way to go if some confusion should arise.

32FL01 32 See Boccuni (2011b) for some similar considerations.
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518 6 Conclusion

519 In the present article, I presented the predicative second-order system PG, which

520 interprets second-order Peano arithmetic (Sects. 1 and 2). The main features of PG

521 are two different kinds of second-order quantification, namely predicate quantifi-

522 cation and plural quantification, an appropriately restricted formulation of Basic

523 Law V, and ACS by Martino.

524 ACS is motivated starting from some independent considerations about arbitrary

525 reference in mathematical and logical reasoning. The two main issues concerning

526 arbitrary reference are its genuine referentiality and the relation of logical

527 presupposition that quantification bears to it (Sects. 3 and 4). The very notion of

528 arbitrary reference is then applied to PG, in particular to extension-terms (Sect. 4),

529 providing first-order metaphysical innocence, and a possible new approach to the

530 Julius Caesar problem (Sect. 5.2)

531 At the same time, plural quantification and substitutional quantification, which

532 interprets predicate quantification, contribute to accomplishing second-order

533 ontological innocence (Sect. 5.1)

534 I finally claimed that, on the grounds of ACS and substitutional quantification,

535 PG embodies a form of logicism which is radically different from Frege’s, as it is

536 grounded on the existence of individuals and their metaphysical neutrality, rather

537 than on the existence of concepts.
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